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Canonizing Soviet
Pasts in
Contemporary
Russia: The Case
of Saint Matrona
of Moscow

Jennne l{orrnino

Ifyou happen to be in Moscow, take the subway to Marksistskaya (IGrl Marx) station
and, when you get off the train, ask people how to get to Mntronusbho. Everyone
will be able to tell you. Or, if you want to find the place yourself, just follow the
women dressed in long dark skirts and kerchiefs; they are probably pilgrims going to
visit one of the most popular Russian saints, Matrona of Moscow. Follow them
to the Pokrovsky convent where the relics and venerated icon of the saint are housed.
You will see the women buy white flowers (an odd number, according to Russian
custom, as if the saintwere alive) from sellers or small shops on the way, then enter
the gates of the monastery yard and join the long queue to the shrine. While in the
queue you will have time, certainly several hours, to notice that fellow visitors are
socially diverse; long-skirted women mingle with casually dressed urbanites, ordinary
mbn and women of different ages, whom your eye would never take to be pilgrims
in the city crowd. After several hours' wait you at last have a chance to mount the
wooden platform in front of the icon on the wall of the convent and, observed by
hundreds of believers and a dozen policemen guarding the shrine, you may kiss the
icon and put your forehead and a palm to it for a while. After that you can also visit
the convent to see the sepulcher containing relics of the saint, kiss it, pray with your
own words and ask for help with problems large or small in spoken or written form.

A Cnmpa.niln t0 tbe Anthropologry of Religion, First Edition. Edited by |anice Boddy and Michael Lambek.
O 2013 fohn {4ley and Sons, Inc. Published 2013 by fohn Wiley and Sons, Inc.
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You can leave your letter to the saint near her icon or tomb. But if you forget to do
so) you can send your message to her via email or ordinary mail, as indicated on the
convent's web site.l

Seemingly well-established, popular, and rooted in tradition, the cult of Matrona
of Moscow is in fact strikingly new. Matrona was only canonized as a local saint in
the Moscow diocese in 1999, and no evidence of intensive folk veneration of her
before canonization is available. In a sense, the Church itself initiated the popular
veneration of this saint.

The canonization of Matrona was the most successful project of its kind carried
out by the Russian Orthodox Church in the post-Soviet period. The image of this
saint owes its origin to the populist politics of the Russian Orthodox Church, and
can tell us much about the specifics of popular Orthodoxy in contemporary Russia.
However in this chapter I focus largely on another aspect of the veneration of St
Matrona and several other new saints) namely drat their hagiographies and cults are
part of the process of making Soviet history usable in the post-Soviet context.

Sovrnr PAsr:, Posr-Sovrnr PnrsrNr: Ruprunrs eNo CorqrrNurrrEs

The Bolsheviks who seized power in l9l7 had as their main goal to build a new,
modernized state and society. There was no place for religion in this modernization
project; the Bolsheviks believed that religion would disappear naturally, since this
"opium of the people" would not be needed in the society of the future. Like others
of their time who believed in progress and social evolution, they thought a science-
based way of world-making would inevitably supplant religious ideologies. To hasten
people through the transformation, soon after the Revolution they undertook delib-
erate antireligious measures such as opening reliquaries containing saints' bodies.
Reports of these "openings" written in dry technical language were published in
central and local newspapers. The body parts, relics, and other items found in the
coffins were exhibited in churches or monasteries so that people could see with their
own eyes drat the bodies were not undecayed; in some cases the reliquaries were
found to be empty (Marchadier l98l).'  The Soviet regime thereby undermined the
moral authority of the Russian Orthodox Church, and accused it of deceit. Moreover,
in the course of "translating" religious discourses and practices into secular language,
the regime made the sacred seem ridiculous. This kind of damage could hardly be
reversed. It stimulated the objectification of religion, a "crucial byproduct of this
modernist project" (Pelkmans 2009: 5).

The most visible result of the Soviet secularization project, what Luehrmann
(20If ) calls "secularism Soviet style", was the domestication of religion (Dtagadze
1993). Religion disappeared from public spaces; instead, deinstitutionalized and
marginalized, it moved into the domain of private life. Deinstitutionalization meant
that believers performed their religious duties without the support and control of
their churches, and religious professionals (priests) were replaced by amateurs (lay
believers) who took care of believers' everyday needs. In the absence of priests, many
of whom were killed or exiled, or chose a secular profession and left the church, pious
village women baptized children, helped organize funerals, and performed other rites
that are often labeled by researchers as "folk religion" or "religious superstitions"
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CANONIZING SO\.IET ?ASTS IN CONTEMPORARY RUSSIA 4II

(Rock 2007). Religion was moving from the center to the periphery, literally (geo-

graphically) as well as metaphorically (socially)'" 
In the Lirtory of religions under the Soviet regime, which of course cannot be

covered even briefly in thls chapter, there was a short period when the state became

interested in the potentialities of institutionalized religion, the Russian orthodox

Church in particuLr. This was in the middle of World War II, when the Soviet state

began loodng to the Russian Orthodox Church as a resource for mobilizing popular

pairiotism. Amassive religious revival in the territories occupied by German troops

also influenced Stalin's d.iision to meet in Septembe t 1943 with three chief hierarchs

of the church, including the future Patriarch Sergius of Moscow. The result was that

stalin gave the church some freedom and support under strict control of the state

(Churnachenko and Roslof 2002). As will be discussed later, this temporary change

in the religious politics of the Soviet state became a source for speculation and myth-

making in the 1990s.
ThJprocess of desecularizationin the Soviet world started in the 1980s and took

different forms in various parts of this not very homogeneous space. Yet one common

characteristic can be noti, what Hann (2000) refers to as the "(de)privatization of

religion" closely linked to economic liberation and the appearance of a religious

market. This market attracted many churches, religious movements and missionaries

who arrived to convert ex-soviets to new religions (Pelkmans 2006). The missions

were highly successful because their teachings about born-again individuals perfecdy

fit the cultural rupture between Soviet and post-Soviet claims for personhood expe-

rienced by the converts. Besides, as several researchers point out' people sought clear

world-making stfategies, and the new religions provided the needy with this possibil-

ity. Many of th.se churches belong to global christian networks and organizations,

such that joining meant acquiring new) extranational identities.
The religious market has developed in different ways in different parts of the post-

Sovietworld. While in some countries there exists a sphere ofrelativelyfree competition

(Ukraine, for example; see Wanner 2007; Naumescu 2006), in Russia the state

controls the market, openly supporting a religious monopoly of the Russian ortho-

dox church. It does * u..uor. it appreciates the potential of the church to help
"the Russian people" overcome the rupture between Soviet and post-Soviet times

by presenting them with an image oi Russian history as logical, coherent' and

unproblematic.3

Sovrnr PAst, Otrnolox VenraNrs

As I have written elsewhere, loyalty to the Soviet past has grown significantly in Russia

within the last decade.a Nostalgia for the Soviet past is deliberately promoted by

the Russian state but has also developed independently at the grass-roots level in the

social memory of kin groups and local communities. Local museums in towns built

by prisoners of the G-rrl"g syste- tend to include this part of their history in the

evolutionist narrative of progress, turning the dramatic story of the Great Terror into

a positive narrative of industrialization.
ih.r. ideological tendencies presented a serious challenge to the leaders of

the Russian orthodox church, who had to clarify and reformulate their position
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concerning the soviet period of Russian history. From the late 1980s through the

f 990s the Church - like the rest of Russian society - was enthusiastically involved in

the process of rewriting soviet history. The church reproached the Soviet state for

its militant atheism anl especially for the murder of priests and devoted believers'

Like many post-soviets, orthodox historians started doing research in the newly

opened aichives in order to write the tragic story of state-church relations during

Soviet times and to rehabilitate those brothers in faith who were killed or who died

in soviet prisons and camps. The result of this "archival" period for orthodox people

was the mass canonization of so-called "New Martyrs" of Russia' In these canoniza-

tions and the public discourse surrounding them, the Soviet period is conceptualized

as the ,,Russian Golgotha" (or calvary). An Orthodox historian, olga vassilieva,

writes:

Hundreds of thousands of innocent people were killed in the years of unprecedented
persecution of the Church. For a piriod of long decades. Orthodox Russia was on
^Golgotha. 

The light of the sacrificiailove of the t-t& Ot.hodox maftyrsJ confessors and
jraied.nihf ,ho'is to those who live today the path to salvation. ... . [D]ue to their

suffering for Christ we gain the possibility of the church life. (Vassilieva 2008: 21)

The first martyr of the Soviet regime was canonized by the Russian Orthodox

Church in l9g9; it had canonized twelve more by 2000 when the lubilee Bishops'

council decided to canonize all martyrs and confessors of the twentieth century

knownbyname( the rewere i t , 07 i ^a t t ha t t ime) ,aswe l l aS thosewhoweres t i l l
unknown. The last point means that for marfyrs discovered later on, the canoniza-

tion process has been simplified; by decision of the Holy Synod of the Russian

orthodox church, they can be readily added to the existing list of new martyrs

instead of having to go through the complicated full procedure of canonization' AII

in all, by the beginning of 20It the list contained th. n"-.t of L,774 saints'6 A

commemoration day for the new saints was established and a special icon, The New

Martyrs nnd' Confessors of Rwsin Known ond' (Jnhnown) was created (see Figure

zz li. rne icon depicts c.owds of people, some with written names, orhers without,

concentrated nroo.rd a central gi""f "f royal "passion-bearers" - Russian Tsar

Nicholas II and his wife and five children, killed in Yekaterinburg by Bolsheviks in

July r9r8. The royals were not canonized as martyrs because' as the canonizatron

commission concluded after long and tense debate, they had not suffered for the

Orthodox faith but for other, poitical, reasons. In Church tradition, passion-bearers

are saints who were tornrred uy reuow believers and compatriots rather than by those

who persecuted christians as marq/rs. Their religious deed is to have endured suf-

ferinj and faced death in a Christ-like manner. Yet, though the royal family was not

canonized as marq/rs in Russia, the discourse surrounding their canonization in the

Igggs presents them u, "*.-pifyirrg all martyrs who suffered at the hands of their

compatriots.
Some variants of the icon New Mnrtyrs nnd, confexors of Rwssiahave hagiographical

border scenes where tortures of the martyrs are portrayed. The persecutors of

the Orthodox Christians are depicted wearing gray military uniforms, signs of the
..godless,, state which th.y r"p."J".rted and served. Clearly, the canonization of these

New Martyrs and conferro., *"' the product of a political agenda. It declared the
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position of the church toward the Soviet period of its history and blamed the state
'fo. 

th. believers' suffering and persecution. In other words, these canonizadons

argued for a huge culturairupture between the pre-Soviet and Post-Soviet periods'

b.rpit. the efforts of those who organized the canonizations, the New Martyrs

hav. ntt become objects of popular veneration. Their icons do not reveal the '"poten-

tiality,, of wonderwork and ihelr burial places have not become sacred sites attracting

pilgr'ims. one reason fbr this failure is the absence of the saints' bodies and individual

Tigwe 22.L The icon Tha New Martyrs and. confessot's of Russia I(not:pm and unknown'
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burial plots (Brown f98I). The saints lack the materiality that is so crucial for popular
veneration. Such materiality is closely connected to locality, that is, to the place where
the holy remains are kept and where the community that builds a kind of spiritual
kinship with the local saint exists. Whether buried in mass graves or somewhere else'
these saints have no evident bodies. In the Russian Orthodox tradition it is quite
possible to become a venerated saint without any biography and with unknown
iae.rtity - rhese details can be clarified by the proposed saint himself or herself in
dreams or appearances to the living (see Levin 2003; Shtyrkov 2012). F{owever, it
is absolutely rr"..rr"ry for a saint to have his or her material representation - a holy
body - in order to become the object ofveneration. The same logic applies to modern
secular states that preserve the bodies of political leaders whom they have "canon-

ized" as their creators (Verdery 1999).
Interestingly, while the Russian Orthodox Church canonized the Tsar's family, it

did not officially recognize the human remains found near Yekaterinburg in I99I as
theirs, even after a series of genetic tests verified their authenticity and the remains
were solemnly buried in Saints Peter and Paul Cathedral in St Petersburg where
Russian emperors have been entombed since the eighteenth century' Without Church
support, the remains cannot be venerated by believers as holy relics. Church officials
e*piained their position as stemming from concern for the possible veneration of
"fJse relics." If verified, the potential of these remainswas considerable, as the fol-
lowing makes clear.

In 1993 Patriarch Alexei II called upon the Russian people to repent the sin of
regicide. In this way, as Rousselet (2011: I50) notes: "a new moral judgment was
to be made on Soviet history. The understanding of the spiritual dimension of the
soviet tragedy and the subsequent repentance were considered to be grounds for

rbconciliation of all Russian people." Ilowever, a decade later the call for collective
repentance d.isappeared from the political agenda of the official Church, to be main-
tained only by groups of right-wing monarchist Orthodox dissidents who are
pejoratively .il.J *O.ahodox fundamentalists" or more neutrally "zealots" (Ro$
iOOZl. These people insist that Nicholas Romanov be canonized as a martyr' as the
Russian Orthodox Church Abroad had done in 1981. But they go further: for them
Nicholas is the "Redeemer" (iskupitet'), who by his death expiated the sins of the

Russian people in the same way as Jesus Christ did for the whole of mankind'
Although the Church denounced this way of venerating new saints as a heresy of

tsarebozhie (veneration of Tsar as God), it failed to stop the activities of these Ortho-
dox dissidents. Icons and other images of the emperor depicted as a redeemer can
be found in many parts of the country; one "underground" icon known as "Zealous

sacrifice" depicts the head of Nicholas II in a Eucharist vessel'
By refusing to verisr the royal remains, the church deliberately sought to limit

their veneration. The canonized emperor and his family are, however, popularized in

contemporary Russian society as a model for ideal family life (Rousselet 20lI)' Yet

another reason the New Martyrs have not become popular saints is that they cannot
serve in this way either as "models for" or as "models of' contemporary Orthodox
Christians (Macklin f988).

By the late 1990s, voices critical of the Soviet past' which had been especially loud
during the perestroika period, began calming down. The following analysis of
the cult of the new saint - Matrona of Moscow - sheds light on recent tendencies
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in the social memory of the soviet past in contemporary Russia. These can be sum-

marized as "reconciliation with the past."

RncoNcrr-ranroN wrrH THE PAST: MernoNa

In luly 1997, Nanasy Gumerov, a Moscow priest with a PhD in philosophy and

theology, received an order from his Bishop Arseny to start collecting materials lbr

the canonization of saints in the Moscow diocese, as some other dioceses had already

started to do. within a few weeks Gumerov had collected a list of some twenty-fi've

names of proposed sainrs. He began with the Life of Makarius (Nevsky), Metropoli-

tan of Mtscow in 1915-1917.7 Vv4ile working on the second candidate - Ivan

vosrorgov, a priest and a leader of the Russian Monarchist party who was publicly

executed by the Bolsheviks together with several other politicians in l9IB, and would

be canonizecl as a martyr in zooo - Gumerov was interrupted. He was ordered

immediately to proceed to the hagiography of a very different personage who had

norhing to do -ith either politics or church hierarchy, an uneducated village woman'

Matrona Nikonova. As Gumerov explained in an interview published in an orthodox
journal, this happened because the Church was anxious about venerations occurring

at Matrona Nikonova's grave as "it could be seized by one of the groups of schismat-

ics" (Gumerov 2011).1n fa.t, by 1993 one of the convents near Moscow had

uk."iy published a collection of memories about Matrona' This small paperback

l-r.*rp.irr, book with a picture of birches on its cover (see Figure 22.2)8 includes a

short bi,rg.uphy of Matrona and stories of her life told by people who used to know

her, maiJly her covillagers who migrated to Moscow in the 1930s as did she, and

their childrel. The uook was severely criticized by the famous orthodox writer,

polemicist, and professor of theology Andrey I(uraev for promoting "paganism" and
:.folk religiority;' thnt is, a variant of religion practiced by "ignorant' superstitious

people,, 1i<.rru." f998). Indeed, I(uraev's book, "Occultism in Orthodox Christian-

ity,; .ontuins several vivid a1d ethnographically accurate descriplions of curse removals

ascribed to Matrona, as well as other evidence that could hardly be included in the

Vita of a Christian saint. I(uraev chastised the publishers of the memoir for the poor

quality of the text and asserted to readers that even if Matrona were canonized, he

could not PraY to her sincerelY'
Clearly, as representatives of Orthodox intellectuals neither Gumerov nor I(uraev

was enthusiastic about the potential canonization of Matrona' Indeed they are among

the exceptional few, "l-ort exclusively religious professionals, for whom the New

Martyrs 
-r.*" 

", role models. I{owever, the majority of believers, that is the laity,

needed different saints. An exarnple of a successful "lay saint" was another woman)

Saint Xenia the Blessed of St Peteisburg. Sainted during the first post-Soviet canoni-

zatron campaign in 1988, she became an object of popular veneration as a helper

and prot.cior, especialty in .ur., of social suffering, such as poverty' injustice' and

loneliness (Kormrna and Shtyrkov 201Ib; shtyrkov 2011). According to her Life,

she lived in the city of st Petersburg in the eighteenth century, was married, widowed

ar the age of 26, had no children, and after her husband's death decided to become

" beggai. She is glorified as a holy fool, a sort of saint who deliberately hides her

holiias from people and behaves asocially, or at least unconventionally (Ivanov
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Figwe22.2CoverofthefustpublishedLifeofMatrona,storyoftheLifeoftheEld'or
MZtoona,written and edited by ainarda Zhdanova (Holy Triniry New.Goluwin Convent,

Kolomna, 1993; reproduced by kind permission of Hegumennes Ksenia)'

2006).Xenia is depicted on her icons and by her devotees as_a typical pensioner, a

poorelder lywomanwhocanunderstandtheneedsofs implepeoplebecauseshe
suffered herself. In other words, she is a "model of" the majority of contemporary

Russian Orthodox Christians.
It could be said that Matrona appeared in part as a sort of replica of Xenia, a female

protector for another capital city^"f Russia.e The two are often painted in one icon,

and their Lives are ,o-.ai-., published under the same cover' I{owever, ideologi-

cal lyMatronaisd. is t inct .Hersuf fer ing)anecessaryqual i ty foraproperOrthodox
,rirrt, *", of a different kind. New Martyrs suffered violence at the hands of their

ideological enemies and persecutors; st Xenia was a holy fool who deliberately chose

physical suffbring u, u .ity beggar and experienced mental suffering from her loss; St

Matrona was born already suffering physically'
Matrona Nikonova wasborn in 1885 to a poor peasant family in Tulskaya province '

Her morher d.id not want to have another baby in the family and was thinking of
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aband.oning her. l{owever, before her birth, her mother saw in a dream a white bird

with a human face, eyes closed' The girl was born blind' but her mother decided to

keep her at home. As a child, Matrona liked going to church- on her own' At the

age of 7 she revealed the gift of prophecy. P.opl. started consulting her, and instead

of being a burden to her 
-family, 

she became its main breadwinner' At the age of 17

she became paralyzed and did not move on her own for the rest of her life' she died

in 1952' 
--'L^- lr"mprmr the I I researching the

In the mid-I990s, when Gumerov, the Moscow priest' startec

biographyofMatrona, therewerefew-s imi larcandidatesfor thero leof th isnew
typeofsaint -as implewomanwhohadmanagedtopreserveherre l ig ios i tydur ing
the Soviet period. Remarkably, according to availabL documents (memories and

variants of saints, Lives composed by amateur hagiographers) all who did so had

had physical disabilities. This new category of saints was called stnritsa (female elder)'

a female parallel ,o rrrrrr, (male elde"r).tb Th. elder is usually an elderly monk or

priest who has many spiritual children viftinS him for confession' According to

widespreadopinion,theeldershavespecialknowledge,akindofinnerspiritualsight
thata l lowsthemtoknowtheident i ty ,s ins,andproblemsofv is i torswi thouteven
asking them, and to give the right ai"ice to these unasked questions' Some elders'

especially women) u.J b.h",r.d1hrough their prayers to help their clients miracu-

lously recover from incurable diseases, while other elders specialize in performing

the ritual of exorcism for those thought to be possessed by demons. The believers,

as well as some researchers, state that the social institution of startchestvo dates

back at least to the eighteenth century, but in fact it looks very "post-soviet" (Paert

20r0).
Al thoughthereperto i reofdeedsascr ibedtotheelders isqui ter ichanddiverse,

the main quality they share is their embodiment of the sacred' venerated as living

saints, the elders are an important part of the Russian religious revitalization move-

ment that began in the late Soviei period. stnrtsy are not included in the official

church hierarchy and represent, in the eyes of anticlerical believers from liberals to

fundamentalists, a kind tf dt.rrr"tirre religious authority. In contrast to the official

church hierarchs who are blamed for corruption or collaboration with the soviet

state, sta.l,tsyare held to have lived tdy ascetic lives in monasteries and remote par-

ishes, beyond political intrigues and economic self-interest, and thus to have preserved

an uncormpted Orthodox tradition'
ln contrast to male elders, however, staritsy seldom communicate actively with

believers.obviously,theycannotperformritualsofconfessionandabsolution(this
isa l lowedonlytopr iests,andorthodoxChr is t ian i tydoesnota l lowwomentobe
ordained) ;someof themcannotevenspeakbecauseof thei rheal thproblems.These
,,containers of charisma" are ideal "blank screens" onto which every group of believ^-

erscaf]projectitsownimaginationof..proper,'Sanctityandthereligiouswayoflife
(Bornstein 1997).

A Sor,rnr SnrNr

TheLi feofMatronaStatesthat in thelg20shertwobrothersbecameCommunists
and she had to leave her home village for Moscow. otherwise, with her religiosity
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and suspicious visitors, she could have caused trouble for her brothers' families' In

Moscow she moved constantly from one place to another' lived with the families of

her distant relatives and covillagers, and continued to receive visitors who found her

via the network of her countrymen, but not only through them. She was consulted

by different sorts of people, believers as well as nonbelievers, and, as her Life stresses,

she helped them all.

InMayIg46oneofMatushka'sc losefr iends,Tania,broughtawoman-commissar
dressed in a brown leather coat. she had just arrived from Berlin' Her husband had been

k i l l eddu r i ng thewar ,andshewasana the i s t ' . . F le ron l ysonwen to r r t o fh i sm ind '
She said: ..P1ease, help mel My son was treated in Basel. But European doctors cannot

help. I came to yo' bi."ore I am in utter despairl" Matushka asked her: "If God heals

you rson 'wou ldyoube l i eve inGod then | , , . . I don ' t knowhow i t i s_ tobe l i eve l ' '
(Khudoshin 2005:241)

The unhappy mother-commissar is an atheist merely because she does not know how

to believe. The narraror suggests she would likely be a believer if only she knew the

way, In other words, h.. "th.ir- is not her conviction or the result of her individual

free choice but, in contrast to her "natural" religiosity, or readiness to become reli-

gious, it is artificial and false. This story is quite revealing in terms of how religiosity,

in its Orthodox Christian variant, is often represented in contemporary Russian

society. considered to articulate the ethnic and national identity of "the Russian

p.opl.," religious belonging is often und-e_rstood as an ascribed social identity, rather

than one that is ncqoi."I.tt-To put it differently, the episode with this mother sug-

gests that rupture in religious transmission,is artificial, while continuity is "natural'"

And of course it remindJ readers that children suffer for the sins of their parents, in

particular for their parents' nonbelief'
The Life of Saint Matrona is filled with ethnographic details of Soviet everyday life,

such as pr\pish& (local registration which every resident had to have; the saint did

not have this registration ir Mor.ow ancl, hence, Iived in the capital illegally), dispos-

session of the kulaks (prosperous farmers), etc. Matrona's Life tells the story of Soviet

modernization fiom t6. ioint of view of a village migrant to the capital city' The
,,social characteristics" of^this saint, such as her peasant origin, experience of migra-

tion, and marginality' make her a typical Soviet person of her time' similar to the

great- grandmothers of her current devotees' 12

Inthenationa]mlthologyofcontemporaryRussia,WorldWarll,alwayscalled
the Great patriotic W"., hi, a special place. It is represented as an unquestionable

moral victory for the Russian people, who saved the whole world from fascist occupa-

tion. Some variants of the Life of Matrona depict an episode of the saint being visited

by the leader of the soviet union. It is thought that )oseph Stalin visited her at the

critical moment in Septembe r I94l when German troops were about to occupy

Moscow and Stalin nua to decide whether to leave the capital or not. Although

omitted from the official vita of the saint, the story is reproduced in productions_of

secular publishing houses, which, unlike church publications) afe not censored' The

irrt.rrr.t i, y.a "noah., way this apocryphal story is spread. Below is a "seculali-" variant

foUfirfr.a ty a female *rite, i.r the book "Help of the saints: Matrona of Moscow"

in 2009:
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I cannot sav whether this story is fact or T'::otJiu'1:1i:1,'1il"::i:ll"T#lltT.$
$$$$Tll1r*';ff .'#fi:.:"'J:1"1'J'i":iff ";;;';'1i':!'M^:':::'nTl?"n"1'l"iil
:::jr,"i*[*;:rur*;**n*4,,i:}.t;iliT;,1*H,!,,ffi_,':,,,o.',a...,a.
ins to the le gend, M;;;;;k; blessed hif :? ;i"tL"P his spints ' 

(The same wav st

Seisius of Radonezh oT;ss;;;i"v Do*ryI ft";il n'"tir' oi r<"rikovo') she hit him

.,n 
*his 

forehead *i'h h:;;;rld'l"ia *ia' "ooloilo'render Moscow' think weil' and

when Alexand., N.uriy ."-., rr. *ilt l."d.ro.ryffiir" ,n. victoryl ' ' ' The entirety

of our heavenly host r-'lft y""'- (Serova 2009: 71)

rnhervariantofthestoryofthesaint 'smeetingwiththepol:o, :L, t t"ot t thewri ter
invokes other historii;;;;;J" tt-'.l sitlations' rn this wav she creates con-

tinuities between ain r."ri rrirtoiical episod"r;;;; 
"Russians" successfully defended

their independence' r" trti' fltt-re' Stalin "n;;;;; as an orthodox leader similar to

Prince Dmitry Dt"'k;;'';f,o "'oeslta."';'il'*;nsor aolllation and defeated

Mamai, commander ti"r"'""ra""-fro1d"t' ;;" ;;ff' "t 5:tl':l:# i1l?;*"*
The story of Vi""o"ni' **i-t *ith Stalin is portrayed in an rcon

passionatelv ai"*"ai" ;"il;' parts of ilil;;etv (see Figure 22'3)' The

discussion focused J ;.;'.;*"" -"t 
." *nJJ ;O"noaox Stalinism"' that is' a

version of soviet history .lui-ir-rg .rr". ror.jr. iJin and other soviet leaders were
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}:ln: ffffit"|l 
and supported the church, especiary during the war. rn thisepisodesof Russian#i"fr:ij;l;1;m;::"iil**"{mu{ll*#:

At the same dme' - tr_: gk rtirrl"ri."ii-"girr"tiorr, stalin appears as a political readerwho won World War II. This makes h;;hero in the eyes of many.

A For,r Sarxr

Matrona is not only an atypical saint for the orthodox christian tradition becauseof her deep embeddednessln routine s"rr.r rife, which h.d;;;.r"nrs to imaginethe soviet period as more rerigious, a time of ,porrorr"or^ t pri--*ar religiosityshared by the whole Russian pJpr",'"rat""ty citizens as well as political leaders. whatmakes her even more unconventional is that she is the only saini in the whore ortho_dox Christian tradition to be picturea Ufina lflg ure 22.4).A saint is usua'y pictured on icons ", h. o, ,h" i, p."r..rt in the heavenly world.The saints on the i.on, "r. neither fat nor thin, ta, noi short, ao ota nor too young.As the Russian dmier6 iconographe. ""JJ."r"gian Leonid ouspensly writes in hisbook on the theolJgy of ttre orthoa"r i."", icon painters depict not earthry faces-
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but heavenly images of canonized people (1989: ch. 9). The icon is understood as a
window to the other world, and the saints as depicted on the icons are already in
that other world, close to God. The reason why believers in need pray to the saints
is because in the imagined landscape of heaven the saints are located near God. They
are seen as mediators who connect God and believers, and as advocates for those
who ask in prayers for their help.

Thus, when believers look at an icon, they see the other world. This approach
reduces the attention paid to the materiality of saints' bodies to small individual
details that help icon painters and believers distinguish among them. So why is
Matrona depicted on the icons as blindf The question is especially intriguing because
in Christian tradition, physical blindness has always had negative connotations. It is
used either as a metaphor for the spiritual blindness of pagans who do not believe in
God, or to signal miraculous punishment for a crime against a holy person, item (an
icon, for example), or place (Shtyrkov 2012).rs

In Slavic folk religious traditions, however, physical blindness usually indicates a
person's inner spiritual sight directed to the other world. This gift of clairvoyance is
often ascribed to local healers who are treated by the official Church as magicians,
having nothing to do with Christianity. In recent times the most famous figure of
this type was the Bulgarian prophet Vanga (1911-f996). Vanga lost her sight as a
young girl and is always depicted as blind. She became a popular hero of Russian
tabloids in the late 1980s to early I990s, and it is possible that her popular image
influenced depictions of Matrona, making the latter's blindness acceptable. There are
many hagiographical parallels between the two personages, such as village origin,
unhappy childhoods, and episodes of visits by political leaders during World War II
(it is believed that Vanga was visited by Tsar Boris in 1942). Like Vanga, Matrona
could foresee the future and perform healing miracles. In both cases there were strong
debates about canonization, and, in contrast to her Russian colleague, Bulgarian
Vanga has not been officially sainted. It is also tr-ue that during the Soviet period
Vanga did not pretend to be a Christian; she was a charismatic "new age" person
who was even appointed as a research fellow of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
(Il iev 2000).

As some researchers argue) Vanga had her own predecessor in Stoina (1883-1933),
another blind clairvoyant from the same region who lost her sight at age 7 and is
locally venerated as a saint. Stoina's enthusiasts have pushed for her canonization,
but this has not happened yet (Ivanov and Izmirlieva 2003).

It would appear that the blindness of Matrona of Moscow is depicted in her icons
so as to stress her folk origin and hence her authenticity, making her a sympathetic
figure to believers "from the street" (not to call these mosdy urban people "folk
believers"). Moreover, the majority of saints gained holy status through suffering;
Matrona's inborn suffering marks her faith and sanctity as "natural," as if both her
sanctity and religiosity were not achieved but innate.

CoNcrusroN

Saint veneration is probably the most important and characteristic part of the Eastern
Orthodox Christian tradition as a lived religion. To become a "lived religion" again,
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post-Soviet orthodox christianity needed new, up-to-date saints who would attractthe attention of the community.

The canonization of a saint is alyays a political act. Every canonization is a politicalstatement' whether openly articulated or not. In the post-soviet period the recenthistory of relations between the state and church has been at the center of severallevels of public debate. As a consequence) the officiar church elaborated a numberof projects in which its attitude toward the soviet past was reformulated. on the oneside, the New Martyrs project was promored by the liberal Church establishment andinspired and initiated by the Russian orthodox church Abroad. The canonizationof New Martyrs asserts that during the period of religious persecution, the orthodoxtradition in the USSR was interrupted and almost di.app.ared. The canonization ofsaint Matrona, on the contrary, states that religious life continued under the sovietregime, embodied in people such as this blind and. pararyzed village woman.Matrona is one of the most popular saints in R rssi" tojay. Frankry, this means thatthe decision of the church to canonize her was politically wise and asture. Makingtheir pilgrimage from the IGrl Marx metro station to pokrovsky convent in the centerof Moscow, people meet a folk saint whose shrine is guarded uy ri*. police, and feerwith their own bodies the history of their nadon as itls taught by trr. Russian ortho-dox church' The church has different kinds of narrativJs of soviet history at itsdisposal, two at least, one told in the genre of a documented lifb history (M"rty.saints), the other in the genre of a foklale (st Matrona). while these are targeredto different groups, it is safe to say that the story of Matrona is published and pur_chased in many more copies by fai.

NOTES

Thil re1319h was supported by the Academic Fund Program of the National Research uni-versity Higher school of Economics, Moscow, in 2u2/t0r:, ,.r."..h grant #l r_0I_0126.
I At www.pokrov-monastir.ru/ (accessed Apr. 2013).2 Between 1918 and 1922, sixty-two christian sainrs were exhumed, with one catholicamong them (Marchadier lggl).
3 The law on freedom of conscience and religious associations passed in 1997 tried. torestrict the presence of foreign as well as local-new chrrrches *a'Jgi"", movements byintroducing an "age 

,qualification." According to this law only those religious associationswhich could prove that they had been establishecl for at l."ri nft.;;;.ars (that is beforeperestroika) could be registered. New Pentecostal churches solved the problem oftheirlegal status by, for example, joining one of the already existing ol1iorN of pentecostalchurches.
4 Some ofthe ideas presented in this chapter were first formulated in an ardcle written with
_ _S-*g:I Shtyrkov (I(ormina and Shryrkov 20lla).
5 Vassilieva lists the categories of the new sajnts. prapednih is asaint who dicl not take amonastic vow and was not tortured. These saints are quite rare; probably the most famousof them is /ohn of I(ronstadt (Kizenko 2000).
6 This number does not inclucle those sovier martyrs who have been canonized by theRussian Orthodox Church Abroad since l9gl.
7 FIe was canonized in 2000 for his missionary work in Altai (Siberia).
B Birches are a national symbol of Russia. 

' - - r-:-- \v^vvrrql'
9 st Petersburg was built_a^t the beginaing of the eighteenth century as a new capital of theRussian Empire. In lglg Moscow agai-n became the capital of Russia.
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